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Connection Cocktail 
 

 

Connect to God and Spirit and divinely guide and in the flow with ease joy grace love 

and harmony with all 

Me, my family, my friends and fans are protected from on high 

. 

God truly shows me my life purpose and allows it to unfold perfectly in the flow with ... 

that i have the most wonderful beautiful inside and out 

I am Limitless, I AM 

I am Grateful, I AM 

I am LOVE, I AM 

I am Peace, I AM 

Great fortune flows to through and around me every nano second 

in perpetuity with ease joy and grace 

I Am in the flow of LIfe 

I Am perfect health and wellbeing 

I am at optimal peak performance in my body brain blood and Beyond 

For I am one with God and God is everything! 

 

A1,Abundance,Admirable,Adore,All necessities are 

fullfilled,Alive,Amazing,,Attraction,Beaming,Beautiful,Invincible,Calm Cool 

Collected,relaxed intensity,alive,feel good,communciation ,comfortable,real,trust worthy, 

For I am one with God and God is everything! 

I am Enough 

I am Limitless, I AM 

I am Grateful, I AM 

I am LOVE, I AM 

I am Peace, I AM 

I am a Millionaire, I AM 

I am a Billionaire, I AM 

I AM a Trillionaire 

Great fortune flows to through and around me every nano second 

in perpetuity with ease joy and grace 

I Am in the flow of LIfe 

I Am perfect health and wellbeing 

I am at optimal peak performance in my body brain blood and Beyond 

I live from the overflow 



I love from the overflow 

God Loves me 

I love me 

Money loves me 

Gold Loves Me 

I am at peace with everyone 

I am at peace with the universe 

I am at peace with myself 

I am peace with the animals 

I am at peace with the earth 

I am at peace with mother nature 

i am at peace with my family 

All areas of brain tissue are cleaned cleansed repaired and returned active communication active 

tissue 

All brain tissue is infused with NZT48 Limitless Power clarity etc and asimilates with my body with 

ease joy and grace 

all 50 trillion cells atoms molacules in all bodies in all diminsions spaces and time are cleaned 

cleared and restored to optimum 

levels 

 

All body organs are healed cleaned and cleared and restored to optimum peak performance 

All blood and pulses are cleaned cleared and healed and restored to optimum peak levels and 

remain in perpetuity 

spleen renewed to optiumum level 

liver renewed to optiumum level 

thyroid renewed to optiumum level 

lungs renewed to optiumum level 

kidneys renewed to optiumum level 

gallbladder renewed to optiumum level 

brain renewed to optiumum limitless level 

all unneeded fat and weight and cellular memory released 

all unneeded fat melts and releases from my body 

eyes and vision restored to better perfect 

vision is restored and remains at better than 20/10 optimal optical performance 

hearing restored and remian to better than perfect clarity 

I fall asleep and stay asleep with ease joy and grace 

all realms of my body world are renewed to optimum level 

all of my skin cells are rejuvinated to optimum level 

I am a lean clean healthy wealthy spirt filled machine! 

1000% of my body brain blood bones cells molecules tissue and beyond is connected guided and 

gratefully seemlesly connected to 

spirit and source. 

For all this and more I am grateful 

It is done now! 

With love and grattitude, We let it be! 

AND SO IT IS! 

AMEN 



ASHE 

SHALOM 

AHO 

SO LET IT BE! 

AS ON EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN! 

 


